
Disrete Mathematis I Fall 2008Sets and propositionsSets are important in mathematis, not least for omputer sientists. It is sometimessaid that set theory is a foundation for mathematis, but this is a rather dubious Mathematisdoesn't needfoundations; ithas wings.Reuben Hershlaim, even though set theory is an important disipline in its own right.All of us deal with sets and operations on them eah and every day (�My hairdresseris available Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. I'm free Monday, Tuesday and Friday.Whih days am I de�nitely not getting a hairut?�).
• That the element x belongs to the set A is denoted x ∈ A. That x does notbelong to A is denoted x 6∈ A.
• The intersetion of the sets A and B, denoted A ∩ B, is the set of elementsthat belong to both A and B.
• The union of A and B, denoted A∪B, is the set of elements that belong to Aor B (or both).
• The set A is a subset of B, denoted A ⊆ B, if eah element of A belongs to B.
• The di�erene of A and B, denoted A \ B, is the set of elements that belongto A but not B.
• If a set U is given, and A is a subset of U , then we de�ne the omplement of Awith respet to U as the set of elements in U that do not belong to A. This setis denoted A so A = U \ A. It is often lear from the irumstanes what theset U is. If we talk about the omplement of the set of real numbers greaterthan 5, then most of us would assume that U was the set of all real numbers.Often it doesn't matter what set U is, for example in (3) and (4) below.
• There is a set with no elements. There is only one suh set, so it has a speialname, the empty set , and it is denoted ∅. It may sound absurd, but everyproposition (statement) about elements in the empty set is true. This is beausein mathematis (and elsewhere) a proposition must be either true or false. Sinea proposition an not be false for any element in the empty set (there are noelements for whih the proposition an be false), suh a proportion must betrue.
• The diret produt , or Cartesian produt , of A and B, denoted A × B, is theset of all ordered pairs (a, b) where a ∈ A and b ∈ B. For example, we have

{1, 2, 3} × {a, b} = {(1, a), (1, b), (2, a), (2, b), (3, a), (3, b)}.Observe that in an ordered pair, the order of the elements matters. Thus, (1, a)is not the same as (a, 1).Here are a few basi properties of sets:



A ∩ (B ∪ C) = (A ∩ B) ∪ (B ∩ C) (1)
A ∪ (B ∩ C) = (A ∪ B) ∩ (B ∪ C) (2)
(A ∩ B) = A ∪ B (3)
(A ∪ B) = A ∩ B (4)In what follows there are a few problems on sets. You should make sure you under-stand the onepts and that you understand the answers to the exerises.1. Let A and B be two sets. Draw a Venn diagram for the following sets, desribeEkki kíkja ásvörin fyrr en þúert búin(n) aðsvara öllumspurningunumand sannfæra þigum að svörin séurétt! them symbolially, say whih ones of them are idential, explain in words whythey are, and then prove your laims, using the identities above:(a) The intersetion of the omplement of A and the omplement of B.(b) The union of the omplement of A and the omplement of B.() The omplement of the intersetion of A and B.(d) The omplement of the union of A and B.(e) The union of C and the intersetion of A and B.(f) The intersetion of the union of A and C, on the one hand, and the unionof B and C on the other.2. Why do you rarely see Venn diagrams for more than three sets?Answer?: Theedge graph of the

n-dimensionalunit ube is notplanar if n > 3

3. Express the hairdressing problem in the introdution in the language of sets.4. That the proposition �there is an integer whose square is negative� is false isequivalent to saying that the following proposition is true: �Every integer has asquare that is not negative.� Express the negation of the following propositionsin a nie way (don't just put a negation in front!).(a) There is an RU student who has blonde hair and brown eyes.(b) Every RU student has blond hair and brown eyes.() No RU student has brown eyes unless she/he also has blonde hair.(d) Can the following propositions both be true (simultaneously)?:i. Every blonde New Yorker is less than ten years old.ii. Every New Yorker with brown hair is more than ten years old.What ould we say about the number of New Yorkers who are both blondeand brown eyed if both propositions are true?5. What an we say about M if M is a subset of the set of all integers and thefollowing statement is true?: The square of eah number in M is negative.
Answers(notguaranteedtoberight):1.(a)and(d)areequal,(b)and()are equal,(e)and(f)areequal.3.Onepossibility:NOT=(ME∩SHE).4.(a)No RUstudentisbothblondeandbrowneyed.(b)ThereisanRUstudentwhois neitherblondenorbrowneyed.()ThereisanRUstudentwhoisbrowneyedand notblonde.(d)Ifbothstatementsaretrue,thenthenumberofblonde,browneyed NewYorkersiszero.
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